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1. Introduction32

Mounting studies in humans, animals, and cells have shown that microbiome and33

metabolome are closely linked to human health and their compositional and34

functional abnormalities can lead to a variety of diseases [1-5]. The selection and35

jointly usage of multiple methods on cross-omics correlation analysis is a challenging36

task. It is also challenging to identify key metabolites and microbes from huge37

amounts of results considering confounders and/or under the instruction of38

phenotypes.39

The metabolome-microbiome-metadata correlation analysis platform (3MCor) is a40

web server for integrative correlation analysis of metabolome and microbiome with41

full considerations of metadata (phenotypes and confounders). It is independent of42

measurement platforms and sample types. Microbial data sets43

(OUT/ASV/taxa/function) from amplicon sequencing (16S, 18S, ITS) or shotgun44

metagenomic sequencing and metabolomic data sets (qualitative or quantitative) from45

mass spectrometry or NMR are all acceptable. Metadata including phenotypes (e.g.,46

case-control, disease stages, etc.) and/or confounders (e.g., age, sex, BMI, diet, etc.)47

are optional inputs. Many unit- and multi-variate methods, including generalized48

linear regression (GLM), (partial) Pearson, (partial) Spearman, (partial) Kendall,49

generalized correlation analysis for metabolome and microbiome (GRaMM) [6],50

Sparse Correlations for Compositional data (SparCC) [7], Correlation inference for51

Compositional data through Lasso (CCLasso) [8], maximal-information-coefficient52

(MIC) [9], Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [10, 11], Coinertia analysis (CIA)53
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[12], Procrustes analysis (PA) [13], two-way orthogonal partial least squares (O2-PLS)54

[14], sparse partial least squares (sPLS) [15], and Mantel Test [16] are combined in.55

Three inter-correlation pipelines, for global (between two matrixes), hierarchical56

(between two clusters), and pairwise (between individual variables) correlation57

analysis, are provided. Comprehensive numerical results (.csv) and rich figures (.pdf)58

will be generated in minutes.59

2. Results interpretation of demo data60

2.1 The preprocessing analysis61

Data preprocessing is the first step after uploading the datasets. The dataset of62

metabolome can be preprocessed with 1-3 steps: missing value imputation (KNN63

imputation implemented by R package “DMwR”, QRILC [17] imputation64

implemented by R package “imputeLCMD”, mean, median and minimum value65

imputation implemented), data scaling (total abundance normalization) and66

log-transformation. The microbiome dataset can be preprocessed with 1-4 steps:67

rarefaction (by the function of “phyloseq” R package), missing value imputation (by68

KNN imputation implemented by R package “DMwR”), data scaling (total abundance69

normalization) and log-ratio (CLR by R package “psych” ) transformation. The70

preprocessed data sets will be stored in the folder “prepro”. The preprocessed71

metabolome data is saved as “metabolites_prepro_res.csv” and the preprocessed72

microbiome data is saved as “microbes_prepro_res.csv”.73

2.2 Intra-correlation results74
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Intra-correlation is the correlation analysis between variables within 1 omics data set.75

You can analyze the metabolome data or microbiome data respectively. If you76

selected the Intra-correlation analysis module, you will get the “Intra-Cor” folder in77

the .zip file.78

2.2.1 Intra-correlation of metabolome data79

For the intra-correlation within metabolome data set, correlation methods of (Partial)80

Pearson, (Partial) Spearman, (Partial) Kendall, GRaMM, MIC, and GLM are provided.81

The correlation coefficients (r values), p and adjusted p will be stored as82

“meta_intra_cor.csv”, “meta_intra_p.csv”, and “meta_intra_p.adjust.csv” in83

“metabolome” folder respectively. The “heatmap3M.pdf” file is the heatmap of the84

correlation coefficients (Figure1).85

86
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Figure 1. The heatmap of the correlation coefficients derived from the intra-correlation analysis87

within metabolome data set. (red: positive; blue: negative; +: p<0.1; *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01)88

The “network3M.pdf” file is a network derived from the intra-correlation analysis. A89

labeled network plot is saved as “network3M_label.pdf” (Figure 2).90

91

Figure 2. The intra-correlation network of the metabolome data (names are labeled in the right92

panel). Each node in the network represents a metabolite with the size decided by its centrality and93

each edge represents the relationship between two nodes with the line size decided by the94

correlation strength. The blue lines are negative correlation and the red lines are positive95

correlation.96

2.2.2 Intra-correlation of microbiome data97

The intra-correlation analysis within the metabolome data set. (Partial) Pearson,98

(Partial) Spearman, (Partial) Kendall, GRaMM, GLM, MIC, SparCC and CCLasso99

are provided. Among them, SparCC and CCLasso were designed specifically for100

correlation analysis between microbes (scaled compositional data). The correlation101

coefficients (r values), p and adjusted p will be stored as “mic_intra_cor.csv”,102
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“mic_intra_p.csv”, and “mic_intra_p.adjust.csv” in “microbiome” respectively.103

The “heatmap3M.pdf” file is the heatmap of the correlation coefficients (Figure 3).104

105

Figure 3. The heatmap of the correlation coefficients derived from the intra-correlation analysis106

within the microbiome data set. (red: positive; blue: negative; +: p<0.1; *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01)107

The “network3M.pdf” file is a network derived from the intra-correlation analysis. A108

labeled network plot is saved as “network3M_label.pdf” (Figure 4).109

110
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Figure 4. The intra-correlation network of the microbiome data (names are labeled in the right111

panel). Each node in the network represents a microbe with the size decided by its centrality and112

each edge represents the relationship between two nodes with the line size decided by the113

correlation strength. The blue lines are negative correlation and the red lines are positive114

correlation.115

2.3 Inter-correlation results116

2.3.1 Global correlation117

This is the highest level of inter-correlation analysis hoping to evaluate the overall118

correlation between two omics data sets. Five multivariate methods, CCA (default),119

CIA, PA, O2PLS, sPLS and Mantel Test are provided. You will get the resulting120

“global” folder after selecting the “Global correlation” module. Multi-selection is121

allowed.122

2.3.1.1 Canonical correlation analysis (CCA).123

CCA projects multidimensional data � and � into variables �' and �' using linear124

transformation and then take the correlation coefficient of �' and �' as the125

correlation of � and � . CCA requires that variables in the dataset are linearly126

independent and the number of samples should not be less than the number of127

variables. CCA is implemented using R package “stats”. You can get the CCA plot in128

the file named “CCA_plot_All.pdf” (Figure 5). You can get the importance of all the129

metabolites and all the microbes derived from the first component in the130

“CCA1_metabolites_importance_All.csv” and131
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“CCA1_microbes_importance_All.csv” file respectively which indicating their132

importance to the global correlation results. The top 10 metabolites and microbes will133

be saved as “CCA1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf” and134

“CCA1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf” respectively (Figure 6).135

136

Figure 5. The biplot of CCA analysis. The purple triangles and blue dots are projection points of137

the samples in the 2D space of the first two components of CCA derived respectively from138

metabolome and microbiome. The r and p is the correlation coefficient and significance of the139

global correlation between two data sets provided by CCA.140

141

Figure 6. The importance of the top 10 metabolites (left) and the top 10 microbes (right) derived142

from the first component (CCA1) of CCA analysis.143
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2.3.1.2 Coinertia analysis (CIA)144

CIA is a two-table ordination method used to measure the consistency between two145

datasets and can be considered as a PCA of the joint covariances of � and �. CIA is146

implemented using R package “ade4”. You will get the CIA plot in the file of147

“CIA_plot_All.pdf” (Figure 7). You can get the importance of all the metabolites and148

all the microbes derived from the first component in the149

“CIA1_metabolites_importance_All.csv” and150

“CIA1_microbes_importance_All.csv” respectively. The top 10 metabolites and151

microbes will be saved as “CIA1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf” and152

“CIA1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf” respectively (Figure 8).153

154

Figure 7. The biplot of CIA analysis. The purple triangles and blue dots are projection points of155

the samples in the 2D space of the first two components of CIA derived respectively from156

metabolome and microbiome. The RV and p is the correlation coefficient and significance of the157

global correlation between two data sets provided by CIA.158
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159

Figure 8. The importance of the top 10 metabolites (left) and the top 10 microbes (right) derived160

from the first component (CIA1) of CIA analysis.161

2.3.1.3 Procrustes analysis (PA).162

PA compares the consistency of two data sets by analyzing the shape distributions of163

scatter plots derived from other dimension reduction and projection methods. PA is164

implemented using R package “vegan”. You can get the PA plot in the file of165

“PA_plot_All.pdf” (Figure 9). You can get the importance of all the metabolites and166

all the microbes derived from the first component in the167

“PA1_metabolites_importance_All.csv” and “PA1_microbes_importance_All.csv”168

file. The top 10 metabolites and microbes will be saved as169

“PA1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf”,170

“PA1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf” (Figure 10).171
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172

Figure 9. The biplot of PA analysis. All the samples were projected on the metabolome (purple)173

and the microbiome (green) space. The 2D plot of the first two components were stacked up after174

transformations and the same samples are connected by a gray line. The M^2 and p is the175

correlation coefficient and significance of the global correlation between two data sets provided176

by PA.177

178

179

Figure 10. The importance of the top 10 metabolites (left) and the top 10 microbes (right) derived180

from the PA analysis.181

2.3.1.4 Two-way orthogonal partial least squares (O2PLS) analysis182
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O2PLS breaks the data into five parts: the joint variance of X and Y, the part of X183

Unique, the part of Y Unique, the residual part of X, and the residual part of Y. The184

Pearson correlation between the joint variance of X and Y is taken as the global185

correlation of the two data sets. O2PLS is implemented using R package “OmicsPLS”186

(Figure 11). You can get the O2PLS plot in the file of “O2PLS_plot_All.pdf”. You187

can get the importance of all the metabolites and all the microbes derived from the188

first principal component (PC1) of the joint part in the189

“O2PL1_metabolites_importance_All.csv” and190

“O2PL1_microbes_importance_All.csv” file. The top 10 metabolites and microbes191

will be saved as “O2PLS1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf” and192

“O2PLS1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf” (Figure 12).193

194

Figure 11. The O2PLS plot shows a scatter diagram of the first principal component (PC1) of the195

joint part of metabolome (x axis) and microbiome (y axis) data sets. r and p is the correlation196

coefficient and significance between the two first components of the joint part in two data sets.197
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198

Figure 12. The importance of the top 10 metabolites (left) and the top 10 microbes (right) derived199

from the corresponding first joint component (O2PLS1) of O2PLS analysis.200

2.3.1.5 Sparse partial least squares (sPLS) analysis201

The sPLS approach is achieved with a Lasso penalization of the PLS loading vectors202

when computing the Singular Value Decomposition. The Pearson correlation of the203

first principal components derived from the Predictor matrixes is taken as the global204

correlation of two data sets. sPLS is implemented using R package “mixOmics”. You205

can get the sPLS plot in the file of “sPLS_plot_All.pdf” (Figure 13). You can get the206

importance of all the metabolites and all the microbes derived from the first207

component in the “sPLS1_metabolites_importance_All.csv” and208

“sPLS1_microbes_importance_All.csv” file. The top 10 metabolites and microbes209

will be saved as “sPLS1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf”,210

“sPLS1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf” (Figure 14).211
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212

Figure 13. The biplot of sPLS analysis. All the samples were projected on the metabolome213

(purple) and the microbiome (green) space. The 2D plot of the first two components were stacked214

up after transformations and the same samples are connected by a gray line. The r and p is the215

correlation coefficient and significance of the global correlation between two data sets provided216

by sPLS.217

218

Figure 14. The importance of the top 10 metabolites (left) and the top 10 microbes (right) derived219

from the corresponding first component (sPLS1) of sPLS analysis.220

2.3.1.6 Mantel test221
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The Mantel Test calculates the correlation of two unfolded variables of the distance222

matrix between data sets � and �. The Mantel Test is implemented using R package223

“vegan”.You can get the correlation coefficient (r value) and the p of the Mantel test224

in the file of “Mantel_test_All.csv”. No figures will be generated.225

2.3.2 Hierarchical correlation226

To quickly identify key pairs and molecules from high-throughput and heterogeneous227

omics data sets, an advanced correlation analysis strategy was reported and applied228

successfully in several studies [18-20]. There are two strengths in the newly reported229

strategy. One is to simplify omics data sets by different types of dimension reduction230

methods. This is, transform the hundreds or even thousands of variables into several231

modules using data driven or knowledge (e.g. KEGG, SMPDB) driven methods. The232

other is to filter the modules by phenotypes and then pay more attention to the233

variables within the selected modules. Here, the hierarchical correlation pipeline of234

3MCor is the implementation of the new strategy. First, all the metabolic and235

microbial variables will be clustered into different modules using user-specified236

methods, weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA), principal237

component analysis (PCA), or principal co-ordinates analysis (PCoA). Second, the238

phenotype data (if exist) will be used for modules filtering. For a continuous239

phenotype, modules that are correlated to the phenotype (Spearman p<0.05) will be240

retained. For a categorical phenotype, Mann-Whitney or Kruskal-Wallis test will be241

used to identify differential (p<0.05) modules between/among groups. Then, the242

correlation between selected modules will be conducted using the first principal243
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component (for PCA and PCOA) or eigengene equivalents/effective abundances of244

modules (for WGCNA) to represent each module. Many correlation methods245

including Pearson, Spearman, Kendall, Partial Spearman, Partial Pearson, Partial246

Kendall, GLM and GRaMM are available in this step. Furthermore, the importance of247

variables in each module are ranked by the within-module connectivity that is248

determined by summing its connectivity to all other variables in the given module (for249

WGCNA) or the loadings of each principal components (for PCA/PCoA). A folder250

named “hierarchical” with lots of resulting data (table 2) and figures will be251

generated if this pipeline is selected.252
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Table 1. The resulting data files and their descriptions of the hierarchical correlation pipeline.253

254

Hierarchical analysis

file name description

individual_metabolites.txt The classified modules and scores of each metabolite

individual_microbes.txt The classified modules and scores of each microbe

MEs_metabolites_clusters.txt The cluster value of each module in the metabolome data

MEs_microbes_clusters.txt The cluster value of each module in the microbiome data

mic_meta_cor_by_(phenotype).csv The correlation coefficients of correlation analysis between each module

mic_meta_p_by_(phenotype).csv The p-value of correlation analysis between each module

mic_meta_p.adjust_by_(phenotype).csv The adjusted p-value of correlation analysis between each module

(phenotype)_cluster_metabolites.txt The correlation coefficients, p-values, adjusted p-values of correlation analysis

between the phenotype and metabolome modules (continuous phenotype)

(phenotype)_cluster_microbes.txt The correlation coefficients, p-values, adjusted p-values of correlation analysis

between the phenotype and microbiome modules (continuous phenotype)

individual_metabolites_(group).txt The classified modules and scores of each metabolite in group (categorical

phenotype)

individual_microbes_(group).txt The classified modules and scores of each microbe in group (categorical phenotype)

MEs_metabolites_clusters_(group).txt The cluster value of each module in the metabolome data in group (categorical

phenotype)

MEs_microbes_clusters_(group).txt The cluster value of each module in the microbiome data in group (categorical

phenotype)

mic_meta_cor_by_(phenotype)_(group).csv The correlation coefficients of correlation analysis between each module in group

(categorical phenotype)

mic_meta_p_by_(phenotype)_(group).csv The p-value of correlation analysis between each module in group (categorical

phenotype)

mic_meta_p.adjust_by_(phenotype)_(group).csv The adjusted p-value of correlation analysis between each module in group

(categorical phenotype)
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The “heatmap3M_All.pdf” file is the heatmap of the correlation coefficients between255

metabolic (Meta), microbial (Mic) modules and phenotype (Figure 15). When a256

categorical phenotype is uploaded, the heatmap of samples from each group and all257

samples will be generated and saved as “heatmap3M_group1.pdf”,258

“heatmap3M_group2.pdf”, etc.259

260

Figure 15. Heatmap of the correlation coefficients between the metabolic and the microbial261

modules (left) and between the metabolic, the microbial modules and phenotype (right) (red:262

positive; blue: negative; gray: not significant; +: p<0.1; *: p<0.05; **: p<0.01)263
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264

Figure 16. Circos diagram of the correlations between metabolic and microbial modules (red:265

positive; blue: negative).266

267

Figure 17. Importance of metabolite (left) and microbe (right) of the corresponding modules.268

269
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Figure 18. Sankey plot in the “sankeyNetwork.html” file. Correlation of the selected270

metabolome and microbiome modules and the top 3 variables affiliated to them. The blue lines271

between the Metabolic modules and the Microbial modules represent negative correlations and the272

red ones are positive correlations.273

2.3.3 Pairwise correlation274

This pipeline evaluates the correlation between every two individual variables, from275

the metabolome and the microbiome data set respectively. Many methods, including276

(partial) Spearman, (partial) Pearson, (partial) Kendall, GRaMM, and GLM are277

available. Besides basic pairwise correlation analysis, network and topological278

analysis are incorporated in this pipeline hoping to present the correlation pattern by279

dozens of network characteristic indexes and to highlight core nodes or links among280

the massive correlated pairs. Users may control the number of pairs involved by281

adjusting the threshold of r and p values. In network (Figure 19), the centrality that282

determines the size of nodes can be chosen between degree (the default), betweenness283

or closeness. Moreover, network analysis brings into playing the clusters to find dense284

subgraph, also called communities in graphs via directly optimizing a modularity285

score. Topological analysis can calculate a number of topological indices, such as286

average nearest neighbor degree, average path length, degree centrality, degree287

assortativity, betweenness centrality, closeness centrality, density, transitivity, number288

of vertices, number of edges, modularity, diameter, cluster counts (Table 3). In289

addition, a Zi-Pi plot (Figure 20) is presented to classify the nodes into 4 groups290

(network hubs, module hubs, connectors, and peripherals) according to their291
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importance (Zi and Pi values) to the network. The Zi and Pi values are calculated292

from the within-cluster and among-cluster connectivities. Once the clusters are293

identified, the intra and inter-cluster connectivities are represented respectively by:294

within-cluster connectivity (eq 1).295

�� =
���� − ��

�
(1)

Where ���� is the the number of links of node � with nodes in its own cluster, �� and296

� are, respectively, the average value and the standard deviation of the overall degree297

distribution;298

among-cluster connectivity (eq 2)299

�� = 1 − (
����

��
)2 (2)

�� being the total degree of node. For a categorical phenotype (e.g. case vs. control),300

all the selected analysis will conducted multiple times, using samples of each group301

and all groups. The comparison includes the number of all (p<0.05) and strong302

(|r|>0.5 and p<0.05) correlated pairs (Figure 21), the distribution of r/p values (Figure303

22), the consistency of correlated pairs in a Venn diagram (Figure 23), the network and304

topological indices, and so on. The resulting files are stored in the “pairwise” folder.305
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Table 2. The resulting data files and their descriptions of the pairwise correlation pipeline.306

Table 3. The resulting topological indices and their descriptions of the pairwise correlation pipeline307

Pairwise analysis

file name description

Topological_index_table_(group).txt The topological indices of the correlation network in group (categorical phenotype)

mic_meta_cor_(group).csv The correlation coefficients of correlation analysis between each metabolite and microbe in group (categorical
phenotype)

mic_meta_p_(group).csv The p-value of correlation analysis between each metabolite and microbe in group (categorical phenotype)

mic_meta_p.adjust_(group).csv The adjusted p-value of correlation analysis between each metabolite and microbe in group (categorical
phenotype)

pheno_meta_cor.csv The correlation coefficients of correlation analysis between metabolites and phenotype (continuous
phenotype)

pheno_meta_p.csv The p-value coefficients of correlation analysis between metabolites and phenotype (continuous phenotype)

pheno_meta_p.adjust.csv The adjusted p-value coefficients of correlation analysis between metabolites and phenotype (continuous
phenotype)

pheno_mic_cor.csv The correlation coefficients of correlation analysis between microbes and phenotype (continuous phenotype)

pheno_mic_p.csv The p-value coefficients of correlation analysis between microbes and phenotype (continuous phenotype)

pheno_mic_p.adjust.csv The adjusted p-value coefficients of correlation analysis between microbes and phenotype (continuous
phenotype)

(group)_sig_cor_pairs.csv The pairs whose adjusted p-value coefficients of correlation analysis is less than 0.05

Topological indices

index description

Average_nearest_neighbor_degree The mean of the mean degree of the adjacent nodes of all nodes in the target network

Average_path_length The sum of the lengths of all shortest paths in the network

Betweenness_centrality The number of shortest paths between nodes through the target node

Closeness_centrality The reciprocal of the average distance between the target node and all other nodes

Degree_assortativity Pearson correlation coefficient of target network calculated based on node Degree value

Degree_centralization Graph level calculated based on Degree values of all nodes in the target network

Density Ratio of the number of edges in the target network to the potential maximum number of edges

Transitivity The probability that the adjacent nodes of the target node are connected, also known as the clustering coefficient

Number_of_vertice Number of vertices in the target network

Number_of_edge Number of edges in the target network

Modularity The modularity score of the given configuration

Diameter The distance of two vertices that are the farthest

Cluster_counts The counts of cluster
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308

Figure 19. Unlabeled (left) and labeled (right) network. Each node in the network represents a metabolite, microbe or phenotype with its size decided by the309

centrality and each edge represents the relationship between any two nodes with the line length decided by the correlation coefficient/strength. Each network310

is divided into several sub-networks. The plots are in “network3M_All.pdf” and “network3M_label_All.pdf”.311

312

Figure 20. The Zi-Pi plot of network analysis. Based on the Zi value (the default threshold = 2.5) and Pi value (the default threshold = 0.62), nodes can be313

divided into four parts, as peripherals, connectors, module hubs and network hubs. The peripherals might represent specialists whereas module hubs and314

connectors are close to generalists and network hubs as super-generalists. The plot is in the “zipi_plot_All.pdf”.315
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316

Figure 21. Bar plot of counts of correlation pairs in each and all groups when a categorical317

phenotype is involved. p<0.05 and p<0.05 & |r|>0.5. The plot is in the file of318

“Counts_between_groups_bar_plot.pdf”.319

320

Figure 22. All correlation coefficients (r values) between every metabolic and microbial variable321

in different groups when a categorical phenotype is involved. Group differences were assessed322
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using the Mann-Whitney U test. The plot is in the file of323

“R_value_between_groups_box_plot.pdf”.324

325

326

Figure 23. The Venn plot of the number of correlation pairs between the metabolome and327

microbiome data set in different groups. The plot is in the file of328

“vn_plot_of_sig_cor_pairs_between_groups.pdf”.329

3. Resulting file structure330

results331

├── Inter-Cor332

│ ├── global333

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importance_All.csv334

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importance_group1.csv335
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│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importance_group2.csv336

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf337

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importanceRank_group1.pdf338

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_importanceRank_group2.pdf339

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scores_All.csv340

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scores_group1.csv341

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scores_group2.csv342

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scoresRank_All.pdf343

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scoresRank_group1.pdf344

│ │ ├── CCA1_metabolites_scoresRank_group2.pdf345

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importance_All.csv346

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importance_group1.csv347

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importance_group2.csv348

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importanceRank_All.pdf349

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importanceRank_group1.pdf350

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_importanceRank_group2.pdf351

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scores_All.csv352

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scores_group1.csv353

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scores_group2.csv354

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scoresRank_All.pdf355

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scoresRank_group1.pdf356

│ │ ├── CCA1_microbes_scoresRank_group2.pdf357
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│ │ ├── CCA_plot_All.pdf358

│ │ ├── CCA_plot_group1.pdf359

│ │ ├── CCA_plot_group2.pdf360

│ │ ├── CIA1_metabolites_importance_All.csv361

│ │ ├── CIA1_metabolites_importance_group1.csv362

│ │ ├── CIA1_metabolites_importance_group2.csv363

│ │ ├── CIA1_metabolites_importanceRank_All.pdf364
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Figure S24. Supplementary figures of case study 2. (A-C) CCA scatter diagrams of healthy555

control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL). The x and y axis is the first two principal556

components (CanAxis1 and CanAxis2) derived from the metabolome (purple) and microbiome557

(green) respectively. The r and p is the correlation coefficient and significance of metabolome and558

microbiome respectively. (D-F) CIA scatter diagrams of healthy control (HC), diabetes (DM) and559

all samples (ALL). The x and y axis is the first two principal components (CIA1 and CIA2)560

derived from the metabolome (purple) and microbiome (green). RV and p represents the561

correlation coefficient and significance of metabolome and microbiome respectively. (G-I)562

O2PLS scatter diagrams of healthy control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL). The x and563

y axis is the first principal component (PC1) of the joint part of metabolome (purple) and564

microbiome (green) data sets. r and p is the correlation coefficient and significance between the565

two first components of the joint part in two data sets. (J-L) sPLS scatter diagrams of healthy566

control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL). The x and y axis is the first two principal567

components (PC1 and PC2) derived from the metabolome (purple) and microbiome (green)568

respectively. r and p is the correlation coefficient and significance of metabolome and microbiome.569

(M-O) Circos diagrams of the correlation between metabolic and microbial modules of healthy570

control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL) (red: positive; blue: negative). (P-Q) The571

importance/contribution of microbes to Mic4 and Mic8 module. (R-T) Sankey plots of healthy572

control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL) with the selected modules, top 3 metabolic573

and microbial features, and their affiliations (red: positive; blue: negative). (U) All correlation574

coefficients (r values) between every metabolic and microbial variable in healthy control (HC),575

diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL). Group differences were assessed using the Mann-Whitney576
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U test. (V) The Venn plot of the number of correlation pairs between the metabolome and577

microbiome data set in in healthy control (HC), diabetes (DM) and all samples (ALL)578
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